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Brain geography mini-course
Assembled by Mark V. Albert, Loyola University Chicago 2015
Created primarily while at Cornell University 2006-2009

Here are the course materials for a brain geography mini-course for
middle/high school students. Here you will have a chance to march
around the brain the same way you do countries on a map in a
geography class (most students thought it was much more fun than the
title sounds, as you will see).
Abstract
The way we experience the world - how we go between sensing,
thinking, and acting - is in some ways no more of a mystery than
understanding how a computer works. Brains are quite complicated and
we may never understand the details, but what we know in general can
be very interesting. In this mini-course, we will learn how we think.
When we see, hear, smell, touch, taste, remember, rehearse, fear
something, understand or produce language, move our bodies...specific
parts of the brain are used. Students will get a rough introduction to
each part and how they interact. This will be much like a course in
geography where, instead of a map or globe, we will navigate the brain,
piece by piece. We will not only learn how a healthy brain works, but
also hear about people with brain lesions and the interesting ways they
differ from the rest of us - People who no longer recognize faces, see
motion, remember facts, speak in sentences or do mental math...but are
otherwise somewhat normal. The emphasis will be on developing an
intuition through examples, rather than rote memorization of names and
locations. At the end of the course, students should be able to take
many everyday thoughts and roughly map them to specific brain regions
and make educated guesses as to what might happen if the brain was
damaged in certain areas.

Course Description
Introduction
The inspiration for this mini-course is rooted in a graduate level course
in cognitive neuroscience at the Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition
in Pittsburgh, PA. When I look back on the classes that I took, I
remember this one most vividly. The brain was no longer a mystery...
every part clearly had a purpose, and although that purpose was
sometimes vague, it was far more interesting than the idea that it goes
on "somewhere in your head". In that course, we went from one area of
the brain to another, learning what the brain areas were responsible for
based on human and animal brain lesions, neural recordings, fMRI, and
EEG. Although the depth and details made the course a daunting task,
understanding the general principles of the course, and the interesting
stories anecdotes, has made for interesting conversations many times
at conferences and meetings as well as with friends at parties, and even
chats with family.
I know that children would be interesting in learning this material from
personal experience. I used to work on measuring brain activity in
humans using fMRI as a research assistant. One of the tasks was to
study algebra learning, so I had to prepare a few 11-12 year olds to go
into the fMRI scanner, which can sometimes be a bit scary. One of the
games I would play to calm them down is that I'd ask them to think of
something, and tell me what they thought, and I would point on their
head where in their brain that thought, or a related one, was coming
from. The kids found that game fascinating, especially when I would tell
them an anecdote that fits with that brain area. It's my hope that
students learn about the brain through these activities, and in general be
able to play the game I was just describing with their parents, although
perhaps at a more general level.

This is essentially a geography course. Different areas of the brain will
be covered in every session. As in a geography class, although the
content may vary, the way you study each region is the same. The
following outline gives roughly how each area will be studied.
•

•

•

•

Locate the brain area or areas, identify roughly what the area is
used for, and give the name of the area if applicable. Talk about
techniques, such as fMRI or electroneurophysiology recordings,
which give us that information.
Associate the specific brain area with a more general area or
function - for example relating the visual motion sensitive area to
where visual input enters the brain, and the different paths visual
information takes.
Talk about interesting lesion studies, both in animals and people.
Not only giving factual information, but also anecdotal stories
revealing the peculiarity or difficulty of the lesion. For example, the
story of Phineas Gage's personality change after having a railroad
spike shot through his frontal cortex.
Have activities which apply this knowledge in fun and interesting
ways. For example, having students map actions like 'wiggling
toes' and 'playing Nintendo' to areas of motor cortex that send the
commands to the legs and arms.

Mini-Course Goals
At the end of the course, the students will be expected to make
educated guesses on what function of the brain would be impaired if it
were damaged. Also, given a brain lesion case history, the students will
be expected to guess roughly where the damage would be located. This
is not a mini-anatomy course - terminology should be de-emphasized.
An emphasis will be on identifying and remembering the most
interesting anecdotes, case histories, and brain areas, so they would be
able to communicate what they've learned with others.

Logistics
Duration
If you read the material ahead of time, this course is best split into 2-4 1
hour sessions - 2 hours total if you concentrate on color/locating each
area in the brain, giving the "big picture" about what the area is used for,
and a few anecdotes and examples here and there. 4 hours is
reasonable if you want to also do some activities on the activity sheets.
Materials
At a very minimum, the activity sheets below are recommended as
handouts... the pictures appear best in color, so at least a limited
number of color printouts should be done.
Ideally, especially for middle-school aged children, they might enjoy
coloring the different areas with markers on small foam brains. In this
case, you would need...
•

•
•

•

Foam brains (brain stress balls) for the students to color as you
go through the areas. I purchased these from Custom Logo, (315)
638-0084, 7152 State Fair Blvd, Syracuse, NY 13209. for
approximately $1.45 apiece in bulk (250 pieces).
Permanent markers, relatively large, at least two of each color.
A handy sheet to keep track of areas they will be covering and
coloring. As you go in order, have the students make a mark on
the sheet with the color they use to color the brain.
Pre-colored brains... don't forget to pre-color a few brains before
you begin the lesson to show how you want the brains to be
colored as you pass around the markers.

Brain Area Description and Activity Sheets
Brain area

Brief Description

Early vision

Where visual information enters the brain.

Lower Visual Stream

The "object identification"/perception/"what" system

Upper Visual Stream

The "where" system or "action" system - good for things like reaching
a grasping... visually guided movement...

Somatosensory
(“touch” area)

Where fine touch, pain, temperature, and proprioception - the "body"
sense - is felt.

Movement

Where body movement commands come from in the brain.

Executive Control

The emotion controlling/planning area of the brain - a lot of what
makes us human.

Language

The "language understanding" and grammar/"language production"
parts of the brain

Memory

Short terms memory, factual memory, and other long-term memory
areas.

Hear/Smell/Taste

The areas of the brain associated with hearing, smelling, and tasting
- basically to cover all 5 senses.

Optic Chiasm
(optional)

Where visual information switches from eye-dependent to field-ofview-dependent. A good/challenging activity.

Biography (from graduate school in 2009)
After graduating from Pittsburg State University in Kansas, I spent a
year abroad to research artificial neural networks as a Fulbright scholar
in Vienna. When I came back, I decided to dive into "the real thing" and
study the brain. I worked in a primate lab making recordings of neurons
in primary visual cortex, and later in a computational cognitive lab using
fMRI to "read people's minds" while they were performing more
cognitive tasks like algebra problem solving. After this, I came to
Cornell, now working toward a degree in Computational Biology
(specializing in computational neuroscience).
I like my research, but to be honest, I LOVE the philosophy behind it.
While recording from visual neurons in the primate brain, I learned not
only that parts of the brain have very specific functions, but that even
the function of specific neurons can be found, providing descriptions that
tell you how the neuron will fire to any particular stimulus. My research
involves trying to understand why these neurons respond in their
peculiar mathematical way. Our brain is evolved to process our visual
world efficiently; because of this, an efficient code for natural scenes
tells us about the similar code found in primary visual cortex. In this way,
not only do we learn what the neurons respond to, but also "why" they
respond that way - what computation they are performing. Clearly
understanding the brain this way is not only philosophically interesting,
but also may help revolutionize they way we do computer vision.
I'd say that I was never an exceptional student, meaning that based on
class/appearance or even IQ measures I wouldn't impress people, but I
did have a passion for the science, realizing that there is something
beautiful in learning how complex and intricate our world is, yet how
amazingly it is within our grasp of understanding. It's that excitement
that drove me to a career in science, and wanting to share that
excitement is a passion that led me to create this mini-course. I firmly
believe that all students should have access to quality education, which
is increasingly becoming possible by the Internet explosion and online
contributions, such as this documentation. Unfortunately many younger
students need to be motivated to learn - of all the things I would want to
help teach, it would be the yearning to learn, rather than the learning

itself. It's more worthwhile to teach a person to fish rather than fish for
them every day, right? I firmly believe that the main point of education
should be teaching why and how students should "fish" for knowledge.
My hope is that my small contribution of this mini-course will inspire
students to understand something about their world and themselves.

Sessions completed
Event

Date

Students/ sessions/
session
day

days

taught/cotaught

BACTWD (bring a child
to work day)

27 Apr 2006

10-15

3

1

Expand Your Horizons

29 Apr 2006

15

3

1

GSSOP Heather
Donahue 8th grade,
Newfield middle school

15-16 May 2006

20

4

2

GSSOP Cathy Grasso,
Louis Gossett Jr.
Residential Center

16-20 April 2007

15

3

5

EYES Holly Cestero,
TCE Boces-Smith
School,

March 5, 2008

6

1

1

EYES Jill Green 5th
grade, Newfield
Elementary

March 6, 2008

25

1

1

GSSOP Newfield 6th
grade

March 28, April 4 &
11, 2008

58

2

3

BACTWD (bring a child
to work day)

April 24, 2008

10

2

1

EYES Barbara Apt 5th
grade, Enfield
Elementary

March 19 & 26, 2009

10

2

2

BACTWD

April 23, 2009

15

3

1

EYES Groton
Elementary

April 24, 2009

15?

1

1

taught by
Orriana Sill

Expand Your Horizons

April 25, 2009

20

2

1

cotaught with
Sunayana
Banerjee

Cornell Institute for
Biology Teachers

April 25, 2009

20

1

1

for teachers

cotaught with
Sunayana
Banerjee

with Orriana
Sill

Color

Description,
Organization

Notes,
Interesting Facts…

Where vision enters the brain.

What you see is upside-down left-right
reversed in the brain.

Object identification, perception, the “what”
system (lower visual stream)

Complicated face-recognition cells in
this area, for example

Visual “where” system, the visual “action”
system

Used for reaching, grasping what you
see…

Touch area (discriminative touch, pain &
temperature, and “body sense”)

Well laid out map

Movement areas

Well laid out map, right next to touch
area for a good reason

Motor association area – used to coordinate
simple movements
Executive control – controls emotions, used in
making plans
Language understanding area

Relates words to concepts – near
sensory areas for a good reason

Language production area, grammar center

Puts the words together to make a
sentence

Hearing – dots on the side
Smell – spots on the front bottom
Memory areasTop dots – short term memory
Bottom marks – factual memory

Practiced memory occurs throughout
the brain

Brain Geography Topic:

Vision in the Brain: Early Vision
The first stage of neural processing actually occurs in the eyes, where neurons in the back
of the eye help to convert light into a neural signal – this is no simple task, as many
neuroscientists spend their entire careers studying neurons of the retina. From your eyes,
the visual signal goes from the front of your head to the back of your head where the
signal first enters the most advanced part of your brain - cortex. Below is highlighted the
area where the signal enters the cortex – note that most of it is in the internal folds.
Primary Visual Cortex:

Although it’s hard to tell in the picture on the right, there is a very precise relation
between areas in your field of view and specific parts in this area of the brain. First, the
center of your field of view, your fovea, tends to be located at the back end of the brain at
the outer surface, whereas the outside edge of your visual word is represented deep on the
inside the fold. The rest could be described as upside-down and inside out, where
anything to the top-left of what you are looking at is represented in this area of the brain
on the bottom-right, for example.
Another interesting aspect of this area is how it differs from neurons earlier in the visual
system. The neurons in each eye only respond to pattern of light on each particular eye,
but later in the visual system, groups of neurons respond to left/right portions of the
visual field, independent of which particular eye. Also, as a general rule, the farther you
go in the visual system, the more complicated the things are that the neurons respond
to… for example, neurons in the retina respond strongest to points of light or dark,
whereas neurons in early visual cortex respond selectively to dark or light bars.

Brain Geography Activity:

Vision in the brain: early vision
Figure 1

Figure 2

right eye
The figure on the left shows the pattern of bright and dark parts in the image that would
make a particular neuron fire – left and right refer to the pattern for either the left or the
right eye (although they look different, they come from the same portion of the visual
field). Figure 2 is the same idea – a particular pattern of light and dark in a part of the
right eye that makes it respond.
So the question is… which figure is a neuron in the retina and which is a neuron in early
visual cortex? Think of two reasons why you believe these images refer to neurons in
those different parts (hint, for one reason, which would respond to bars and which to
spots?)

The fovea is the part of the eye that you use when you are looking directly at an object.
It’s also the area on the retina that has the densest collection of light-sensitive rods and
cones, and although it’s a very small part of your visual field, it takes up a large amount
of area in visual cortex. Why do you think the extra brain area dedicated to this part of
your visual world would be important?

Brain Geography Topic:

Vision in the Brain: Lower (ventral)
Information from the eyes enters the brain in the
back. Although the explanation of what happens
with that information after this is more
complicated, the general trend is two different
paths for visual processing. Some people make the
distinction between the “what” and “where”
system, where the upper stream deals with location
in space and the “what” system deals with object
identification. Other researchers make a more
fine-grained distinction between the upper “action”
system and the lower “perception” system,
although the general trend is still agreed upon.
Here we will discuss the lower visual stream… the “what” system, object identification,
“perception” system. Whatever you call it, it generally deals with the identification of
stable forms, pictures, images, all the way from neurons in the early visual system that
respond to very basic patterns of light, to neurons in the later stages that respond to
particularly to faces, for example. A very illustrative example of this transition is in the
figure below
Here, the earliest areas of vision
are on bottom, while later parts
are on the top. Here we can see a
number of trends, we’ll cover
from left to right. First, we see
that the time these neurons take to
respond increases from about 30
milliseconds in V1, where vision
enters the cortex of the brain, to
about 100 ms in areas associated
with face recognition. Also, the
triangles represent how large of an
area these neurons respond to,
with early areas only responding
to a small part of the visual field,
and later areas an increasing larger part. On the right, we see schematic representations
of what these neurons differentially respond to, with simpler features in the beginning,
like spots in the retina and bars in the first part of cortex, to faces in the much later stages.

Brain Geography Activity:

Vision in the Brain: Lower (ventral)
The following figure shows the bottom of the brain, with particular areas highlighted.

Prosopagnosia: Why do you think people have what appears to be a dedicated faceprocessing area? Why would that be so important? What would people be like with that
area damaged? (answer in next paragraph)
There are people with damage to this area who have an inability to recognize faces…
they can recognize houses, tools, most other objects, but not distinguish people’s faces…
in extreme cases the people can’t recognize good friends, and husbands can’t recognize
wives. There are some caveats to this however – for example, once the person speaks
they are instantly recognized, and if someone has a characteristic feature, like a mole or
particular hairstyle they can also be recognized with effort.
For some reason, the visual word form area is only shown on the person’s left side,
whereas processing of language, both spoken and written, tends to be on the person’s left
side of the brain. How would having the areas close together be useful?
It takes almost 100 milliseconds for the visual signal to get from the eyes to the object
recognition/face areas of the brain partly because neurons can only communicate one to
another in about 1 millisecond. Computers can do simple calculations in roughly 1
nanosecond, so in the time it takes one neuron to pass information to another, a computer
can perform 1,000,000 calculations. Still, computers are terrible at object recognition,
and really bad at face recognition… think of some reasons why this might be the case.
Note, there are many various correct answers to this question.

Brain Geography Topic:

Vision in the Brain: Upper (dorsal)
Although the explanation of what happens with
visual information after it enters the back of the
brain is complicated, the general trend is two
different paths for visual processing. Earlier
researchers made the distinction between the
“what” and “where” system, where the upper
stream deals with location in space and the “what”
system deals with object identification. Later
researchers make a more fine-grained distinction
between the upper “action” system and the lower
perception/object identification system, although
the general trend is still agreed upon.
Here we will discuss the upper visual stream… the “where” system - the “action” system.
The fact that this stream is located between the initial visual processing area and the areas
of touch and motion in the brain is no coincidence. The relation between locations in
space and the body is of paramount importance. When you catch a ball or reach for a cup
you have to take both visual cues, a knowledge of spatial relationships, and an
understanding of where your body is in space. It can be seen from such examples why
most neuroscientists consider “action” system to be more appropriate than “where”
system.
Neurons in this stream are not as well understood as in other areas, but here’s a list of
what these neurons tend to respond to in monkeys… note that although we lump this list
together, these neurons often are associated with particular regions in this area.
-

neurons which respond when you see your face will get touched
neurons that become more active when your attention is on a particular location
motion sensitive areas, where motion can be visual, tactile, or auditory
areas necessary to properly grasp and reaching for objects you see
“mirror” neurons that fire when you do something, like grasp an object, or when
you watch someone else do the same thing.

As with many areas of the brain, it’s difficult to find a good one-word summary of what
this upper visual stream does, “where” system and “action” system don’t really do it
justice. Probably the safest idea is to consider it an area that associates senses like vision
and touch to guide body movement.

Brain Geography Activity:

Vision in the Brain: Upper (dorsal)
So, you might have had an idea by now that the upper (and also lower) visual streams
aren’t strictly visual… although they are often tied to some aspect of vision. In fact,
below we’ll discuss two examples where you can close your eyes but you still use these
areas. You should have enough intuition by now to answer the following questions…
So, when you’re solving the math problem ‘x + 5 = 7’ which step do you think uses the
upper visual stream?
A) Knowing that you need to get the equation to look like ‘x = …’
B) Moving the 5 to the right side of the equation in your head
C) knowing that 7-5 is 2

Spatial neglect: there are people who are able to see objects but are consciously unaware of
them. For example, after damage to parts of the upper visual stream, some people can no longer
pay attention to the part of their world. In some cases, they don’t pay attention to a particular side
of their body, and in many cases don’t notice a particular side of their visual world. For example,
three of the clocks above were drawn by people with spatial neglect from damage on the side of
their brains… which side? If a person were just blind in one part of their visual field, they would
know better than to draw like this, but these people honestly just don’t pay attention.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Although more between the visual streams rather
than strictly “upper/dorsal” the visual motion area
(called MT) is worth mention… it’s one of the most
well understood regions, the neurons respond
strongly to visual motion in particular areas of the
visual field.
What would life be like if this area were damaged?
What would it be like to cross a street, or catch a
ball?

Brain Geography Topic:

Touch in the Brain
The area which processes touch is located directly behind the area associated with
movement (behind the fold called the Central Sulcus) and similar to the motor area,
specific parts of it deal with specific parts on the body. As show below.

The similarities with the motor area don’t stop with them being located next to each
other. Again, the left side of the brain deals with the right side of the body and visa versa.
And similar to motor cortex, the body is represented upside-down – with legs/arms near
the top and mouth and face near the bottom.
You might also notice that the hand and mouth are greatly overrepresented compared to
the size of them on the body. The figure to the right is an image of a person where the
size of each area is proportional to how much is covered in cortex. Interestingly, this size
is also proportional to the number of sensory neurons in these areas.
The similarities and close relation between the movement and touch areas of the brain are
not coincidental. A sense tied to the touch system that people often ignore is called
“proprioception” – literally the sense of knowing where your body is. People who lose
this sense of touch have a great deal of trouble with simple tasks like reaching for
something on a table or drinking from a cup. Moving their body doesn’t feel “natural”
because they don’t get any feedback on where their body is to guide the movements.
Although we may forget these connections because they come so naturally, it is
debilitating when they’re lost, and reminds us why the motor and touch areas are so
intimately related.

Brain Geography Activity:
Touch in the brain
Label which areas of the brain will be involved in three different activities.

Left: Eating dinner. Hint: remember to use a knife and fork, and you don’t just chew
mechanically – how you chew depends on texture, where you feel the food in your
mouth…
Middle: Typing up a school paper.
Right: Receiving a back massage.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The sense of touch (somatosensory system) is actually much more complex than we
typically realize. There are typically three types of touch communicated to the brain…
Discriminative touch: what you typically think of when you think about touch. Feeling
objects with your fingertips, the touch of your cloths on your skin, or feeling wind as it
blows past you.
Proprioception: sensing where your body is without having to see it – these touch
receptors tend to be in muscles and joints.
Pain and Temperature: this system quickly communicates extreme temperatures and
damage to parts of your body.
There are two extreme conditions that can happen to the pain system that often surprise
people. Think about what it would really be like to live with these problems…
CIPA: a genetic condition where people are unable to feel pain. Although you’d think
you’d be a superman in this condition, really it’s quite dangerous. Children with this will
eat food that’s scalding hot and don’t notice serious injuries that need tending to. For
example, one child died of appendicitis because they didn’t feel it hurt.
Allodynia: Touch Allodynia is perhaps the worst curse you could ever imagine putting
on someone. Basically, any slight touch – clothing on the skin, brushing against a bush,
feeling the wind blowing on your arms or face – will cause extreme pain. With these
people, neural “wires” are crossed and light touch fibers stimulate the pain system.

Brain Geography Topic:

Movement in the Brain
Whether you clap your hands, kick a soccer ball, give someone a thumbs up, or lick your
lips, the command to do those movements comes from your brain, in the red area of the
figure below. The area in blue is the area associated with touch, and as you could guess
is intimately related to the same body parts in a similar way.

As with much of the brain, the left side of the brain deals with the right side of the body
and visa versa. Interestingly enough, you could also say that for the movement area of
the brain (“motor cortex”) it is also upside-down. For example, if you look at the crosssectioned figure on the right, the lower parts of the body – toes, hips, arms – are on the
top, whereas the neck, face, and tongue are lower.
You might also notice that the hand and mouth are greatly overrepresented compared to
the size of them on the body. Part of the reason for this is that you need very precise
control to manipulate things with your hands – tools, typing, playing video games… and
there’s also a great deal of complex motions in facial expressions. Salivation, chewing,
and swallowing are also more complicated motions than they first appear, and of course,
eating is perhaps the most important and critical movement for survival.

Brain Geography Activity:
Movement in the brain
One of the great things about motor cortex is how specific the different parts of it are
associated with different actions – something that is much more difficult in other areas.
Anyway, to drive this intuition home, and make sure you get a general sense of the layout
of this area, we have the following activity…

Here’s a slice through someone’s brain in the motor area, showing the slice from the
back, where the right side on the page is the person’s right side. The basic goal is, for
each of these activities, label where is the brain this activity occurs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You kick a ball with your right foot.
You are writing down this answer (hint: are you right or left handed?)
You smile because you enjoy learning about the brain.
You wiggle the toes on your left foot.
Sit-ups.
Chewing on your gum.

From what you know about how the different movement areas are represented, who uses
more areas in their motor cortex… the soccer player, sprinting up and down the field
running hard, or a secretary typing at his desk smiling to greet people? Does this seem
counter-intuitive? Why?

Brain Geography Topic:

Executive control
Prefrontal Cortex is quite complicated – one
page just can’t do it justice. It is the portion
of the brain most uniquely developed in
humans… it is in essence the part that is most
responsible for making us “human” – our
executive control.
For example, this area of the brain is
responsible for controlling our emotional
responses, making plans, and following
through on goal directed behavior.

For example, there’s the famous story of Phineas Gage.
Basically, before the accident, Gage was an honest, well-liked
dependable railroad worker. Then one day a spike shot through
his head as shown in the figure, obliterating part of his
“executive control” area. After he recovered, he went from
considerate and dependable to foul-mouthed and impatient, with
an inability to follow through on plans he would make.

Brain Geography Activity:

Executive Control
There is also an area in prefrontal cortex between the executive control area in the front
of the brain and the area of the brain that deals directly with movement, which is more
toward the center… aptly, this area is called “motor association cortex” – meaning it’s
related to motor movement, but does not necessarily generate the movement commands
sent to the rest of the body. This should be enough to let you make an educated guess to
match the related area to the specific thought it performs. We’ll take the example of
driving a car.
A. executive control (front part of prefrontal cortex)
B. motor association area (middle part of prefrontal)
C. primary motor “movement” cortex (back of prefrontal, on the midline of the
brain).
1. Planning to turn left, then right at the next light while driving.
2. Trying to remain calm although there’s a slow driver in front of you.
3. Coordinating the left hand to move down and the right hand to move up when
turning the steering wheel.
4. Actually getting the muscles to move your arms when turning the wheel.
5. Pushing your foot on the gas.
There’s one brain area, we’ll abbreviate as DLPFC, associated with memory that is also
within the “executive control” area. We’ll describe memory in another area as well as
DLPFC… which description refers to DLPFC? – specifically, which one would be more
related to the idea of “executive control”?
A. Memory for the knowledge of facts – a person’s name, menu items in a restaurant,
remembering a path through a forest.
B. Working memory – rehearsing the next few items on your “todo list”, trying to
remember a phone number while you dial it. Delaying raising your hand in class
until you know no one else knows the answer.

Brain Geography Topic:

Language in the Brain
There are areas of the brain that appear dedicated to processing language. The original
reason that we knew this is because people who had damage in these particular areas of
the brain had very specific problems with their understanding or use of language.
Although the current understanding of language in the brain is more complex, we’ll look
at the two traditional language areas…
Broca’s Area

Wernicke’s Area

The general rule is that Wernicke’s area is associated with language understanding… that
is, the meaning of words in a sentence rather than the sentence structure. For example,
sometimes people with damage to this area ramble meaninglessly, but can sometimes
speak their words fluently.
Broca’s area is sometimes referred to as the language production area, but that is a bit of
an oversimplification. This area actually deals with taking words and forming structured
sentences. Basically, this area is your grammar center that puts the words together in a
coherent fashion.
A deficit in language processing is called aphasia, and damage to these two areas
produces the aphasias associated with these names… Here are some example sentences
from people with damage to these areas…
Broca’s Aphasia: Yes ... ah ... Monday ... er Dad and Peter H ... (his own name), and
Dad ... er hospital ... and ah ... Wednesday ... Wednesday nine o'clock ... and oh ...
Thursday ... ten o'clock, ah doctors ... two ... an' doctors ... and er ... teeth ... yah
Wernicke’s Aphasia: Well this is .... mother is away here working her work out o'here to
get her better, but when she's looking, the two boys looking in other part. One their small
tile into her time here. She's working another time because she's getting, too.

Brain Geography Activity:

Language in the brain
It’s a general trend that areas in the brain that relate to each other tend to be next to one
another. The language areas of the brain follow this general rule quite well. Below in
each paragraph a description will be given of bordering areas, and although the task of
identifying which language area we are talking about will be easy, still try to note to
yourself how related these areas are to their neighbors.
The first area is next to the movement area that moves the mouth, tongue, lips, and vocal
chords. On the other side of it is the area associated with executive control, like planning
what you are going to say, and an area associate with working/short-term memory –
which might be useful for say holding a sentence in memory while you actually put it into
words. Of the two areas covered, this would be…
________________________________
The second area is nestled between the auditory sensory area, where you initially learn
language by hearing it spoken, and the visual area, where you learn to recognize and
process words that you read. Also, interestingly enough, it is located between the visual
stream associated with action and location in space, which is important in understanding
concepts which require action like verbs, and the object identification/form visual areas
which are more associated with nouns or object categories. So, the language area nestled
between some very useful sensory areas would be…
____________________________________
So here’s a more complete model of language processing
areas from a recent 2005 research paper.
In it, although the areas aren’t pinpointed very well,
language processing areas are more clearly defined than
simply Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas. From the picture
here, and what you know about the two general areas
mentioned before, try to match the definition with the area.
(hint, according to the picture, which are more likely related
to broca’s area, and which to wernicke’s?)
The Process of relating specific words to their meaning is…
Syntax or Lexico-Semantics?
Understanding the rules that govern proper grammer, but not necessarily the words themselves
would be…
Phonology or Syntax?
Linking the pronunciation of words to the way they are spelled…
Phonology or Syntax?

Brain Geography Topic:

Hearing, Smelling, Tasting
The following areas are shown to give a complete picture for where the senses are located
in the brain.
Sound coming from the ears enters the brain
in the green area to the left. Also note that
this figure shows the areas where vision and
touch are processed in the brain, so with the
figures below you see where all 5 senses are
processed in the brain.
Although the auditory area appears close to
the motor and touch areas in the picture, it is
actually very distant because of the deep fold
that separates them. However, this area is
conveniently located next to Wernicke’s
speech area, used for language understanding,
which should make sense. Also, it’s on the
temporal lobe, which is the area associated
with object recognition, and although most people consider recognizing objects as purely
visual, sound can also play a vital role.
Smell areas are shown as green in this figure. What is
interesting about this area is that although most smells
we can identify are a vast combination of smell receptor
patterns, this system is specifically designed to be able to
find these patterns. It is also located beside and
connected to some very primitive areas of the brain, in
part because it is a very old sense, in evolutionary time it is known that smell is the sense with the simplest ties
to emotion for example.
Taste, as we typically experience it, is often
considered a combination of smell and
taste. For example, things appear to taste
differently depending on whether or not
you plug your nose. There are however
taste receptors on the tongue which are
unambiguous and not mixed with smell –
those typically are salty, sour, sweet, bitter,
and oddly enough one called umami.

Brain Geography Activity:

Hearing, Smelling, Tasting
Why is it so convenient that the area of language
understanding is right next to the area where sound
enters the brain (in green)? Specifically, why
wouldn’t you expect the language understanding to be
closer to, say, the visual input area (in orange) – you
read and write language don’t you?
When you stimulate the part of people’s brain to the
lower left of the part of the brain shown in green to the
left, sometimes they describe hearing “jingles” or
catchy tunes. Interestingly, areas nearby are
associated with visual object detection, like faces, for
example. What’s the connection? Why might you
expect these two types of things to occur in roughly
the same part of the brain?

For the most part, you’re born with all the neurons
you’ll ever use, with two known exceptions. First, the
area of your brain associated with factual memory
appears to generate new neurons every day of your life
– some say this is so you are better able to incorporate
new facts into memory as you age. The other
exception, oddly enough is the olfactory bulb… some
of the earliest neurons in processing your sense of
smell. Some say this is also to be able to learn new
smells over time… how reasonable do you find that
explanation?
The “postcentral gyrus” in the figure to
the left is the area of the brain related to
the sense of touch and actually extends
from the top of the head to the part next
to the label. As these areas connected
with the black line are used in taste
perception, would you expect the top of
the head to be more likely used in
processing touch in the feet and legs, or
the mouth and tongue?

Brain Geography Topic:

Memory
You may have heard of long-term and short-term memory… these two types of memory
can roughly be mapped onto the brain, but really memory is more complicated if you
want to map it on the brain. Here we’ll talk about it in roughly three different places,
often with very strong overlap. We’ll go through each in succession… you should focus
more on the types of memory rather than the location or name of particular brain regions
in this case.
Working Memory:
DLPCF: This area is most associated
with the short-term memory use during
rehearsal, for example, remembering a
phone number while you punch it in a
phone, or holding the next item from a
shopping list in your head while you
look for it.
Long-term memory, type 1: Factual
Hippocampus: In people, this area, (located within the
brain rather than on the surface) is used for long-term
storage of facts. For example, when a patient called
HB had his hippocampi (both sides) removed, he could
remember things for a short amount of time, but
couldn’t learn anything new long-term. He’d forget he
ever met someone, been somewhere, or did something.
He wouldn’t be able to tell you what day, month, or
even year it was. Basically for him, it was like
memories stopped for him the day of his surgery.
Long-term memory, type 2: Practiced/Procedural
This one is less associated with a particular area than the other two. Basically, when you
practice something, you naturally establish or recognize patterns that help you do a task
better. For example, when playing piano, your fingers become programmed to execute
particular patterns based on what you see or “feel”. Riding a bike is a complex relation
between vision, balance, and motor activity. Typing fast is established through practice,
relating letters and patterns of letters to particular finger motions. Basically, this memory
can be called procedural because it often requires a great deal of practice to acquire. For
example, HM could learn a task called mirror tracing that gets better with practice, and
although he’s forget he learned it, he did better every time.

Brain Geography Activity:

Memory
There are very interesting parallels between memory in a computer and memory in
people. When you hear the descriptions of particular computer memory storages, you
should realize that part of these descriptions work word-for-word for particular areas in
the brain given above. Which brain areas are related to these computer parts?
RAM: This type of memory is for temporary storage. For example, when you are
working on a particular file, the contents are moved into RAM while you’re working on
it. The computer needs power to keep the type of memory working; once the power it
turned off, this type of memory is instantly erased. The equivalent memory in the brain
requires neurons to continuously fire, and once the firing stops, this type of human
memory is erased.
Hard-Drive: This is a more permanent form of storage. It’s able to hold much more than
RAM. It’s what is used when you choose to “save” on the computer. Unlike RAM, this
type of memory doesn’t disappear when you shut off the power on the computer. The
brain-equivalent of saving on a hard drive is permanently changing how neurons are
wired in the brain.

Just to make sure you have this fully understood, try matching particular actions to the
particular type of memory
A. Working/Short-term memory
B. Factual long-term memory
C. Procedural/practiced memory
1. Remembering the list of desserts a waiter tells you before you choose one.
2. When you’re good at it, dancing
3. Someone tells you their name, and it’s really long, so you rehearse it in your head,
hoping to not forget
4. When you’re learning to dance, and you’re trying to remember what the instructor
told you last week.
5. Remembering that vision comes into the back of the brain rather than the front.
6. When playing baseball, the batter swings in a particular way because of the splitsecond he watches the ball on the way in.
I’d recommend watching the movie ‘Memento’ for an interesting way to learn more.

Brain Geography Topic:

Optic Chiasm
The two sides of our brain receive different inputs from our two eyes.
The left side of your brain receives input from the right side of our
visual world – this is, the right side from both the left and right eyes and the right brain gets input from the left side of our world.
The optic nerve begins with input coming from each eye separately…
the way the brain makes the transition from an eye-dependent
separation to a view-dependent representation is by a crossing of
nerve fibers at the Optic Chiasm. The following figure demonstrates
this crossing…

Note the flow of information.
Left visual field  Right side of retina  Right side of brain
Right visual field  Left side of retina  Left side of brain

Brain Geography Activity:
Surgery near the Optic Chiasm
You recently did a number of surgeries near the optic chiasm (show below with a pin
stuck in it), but your patients begin to complain about some problems with their vision,
woops!
You give them the following test… you show them a card like the one below, telling
them to stare at the dot in the center. You ask what objects they can see, first with both
eyes open, then you ask them to cover one eye, then cover the other… here are their
answers
Person
Jim
Jamie
Gloria (bonus)

Both eyes open
Both
Cookie
Pizza

left eye open
Nothing
Cookie
Pizza

right eye open
Both
Cookie
Nothing

You think you may have accidentally cut their optic nerve near the optic chiasm. The
following picture below shows the nerve looking from the bottom, where A and B (the
top of the picture) is at the front of the person’s head.

Where do you think you accidentally cut Jim and Jamie?
(Bonus) looks like you cut Gloria’s optic nerve in two places… which ones?

